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INSPECTION SUMMARY

Inspection on May 9-20 and May 31-June 3, 1983
(Report Nos.: 50-237/83-16 and 50-249/83-15)

Areas Inspected: A special, announced inspection was performed of.the
licensee's-management controls over selected licensed activities. The
inspection by six NRC inspectors ir.vcived 598 inspector-hours on site and
at the corporate office.

Results: The licensee's management controls for eight areas were reviewed,
ano conclusions were drawn in each area based on observations presented in

: this report. The conclusions were presented as Category One, Category Two,
or Category Three as follows:

Onsite and Offsite Review and Investigation Functions e Category Three
'

Quality Assurance Audits - Category One
Design Changes and Modifications - Category Two
Maintenance - Category Two
Plant Operations - Category Three

_ Corrective Action Systems - Category Two
'Training _ Category Two

Procurement - Category One
.

Additionally, several observations were presented to the Region III ' .
Senior Resident Inspector as potential ~ enforcement findings for followu'p
as appropriate.
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INSPECTION SCOPE At'D OBJECTIVES

.

The objective of the inspection was to evaluate the management control
systems which had been established in support of licensed activities.
The results provide input to the NRC evaluation of licensees from a
national perspective.

The inspection effort covered licensed activities in selected functional
areas. In each of the functional areas the inspectors interviewed selected>

personnel; observed activities; and reviewed selected records and documents
to determine whether:

a. The licensee had written policies, procedures, or instructions to
provide management controls in the subject area;'

b. The policies, procedures, and instructions were adequate to ensure
compliance with the regulatory and internal requirements;

~

c.. The licensee personnel who had responsibilities in the subject areas
understood their responsibilities and were adequately quclified,

[, trained, and retrained to perform their responsibilities; and

d. The requirements of the subject area had been implemented and appro-
priately documented in accordance with management policy.

The" specific findings in each area are presented as observations which the
inspectors believe to be of sufficient significance to be considered in a
subsequent evaluation of the: licensee's performance. The observations were
the pe.rceived strengths or weaknesses upon which conclusions could be drawn
'in each functional area inspected. These conclusions were then used as the
basis for determining the team's evaluation and categorizing each area in _, . :
accor, dance with the following performance categories:

.

._

Cateoory One. Reduced NRC attention may be appropriate. Licensee.

management attention aro involvement are aggressive and oriented
toward nuclear'tafety; licensee resources are ample and effectively

^

used such that a high level of performance with respect to operational-

,

', safety or construction is'being achieved.
, ; -

Cateaorv Two'. N3C attention should be maintained at normal levels..

Licensee management, attention and involvement are evident and are.
_

c.cocerned wit ( nuclear safety; licensee resources are adequate ands

'are reasonably. effective such that satisfactory performance with
respect to cperationdl safety or construction is being achieved.
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Category Three. Both NRC snd licensee attention should be increased.; .

Licensee management attention or involvement is acceptable and
| considers nuclear safety, but weaknesses are evident; licensee
; resources appear to be strained or not effectively used such that
'

minimally satisfactory performance with respect to operational safety
or construction is being achieved.

The performance categories defined aboye have been developed to meet the
NRC's latest guidelines for evaluating each' licensee under the Systematic
Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) program. These categories have
been published in the Federal Register.

Some observation's may be potential enforcement findings. These observations
were discussed with the licensee and were presented to the NRC Senior
Resident Inspector. The followup of these items will be conducted by NRC's
Region III Office.
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ONSITE AND OFFSITE REVIEW AND INVESTIGATIVE FUNCTIONS.

OBSERVATIONS

1. The Techical Specifications permitted onsite and offsite review respon-
sibilities to take place in a series rather than a committee format.
In practice both Onsite and Offsite Review and Investigative Functions
were conducted in a series fashion. 1.icensee representatives claimed
that the advantages in this system were expediency of the review process
and better utilization of the time of senior managers, particularly
those at the plant. The disadvantages, as determined by the Performance
Appraisal Section (PAS) inspectors, were as follows:

a. The benefits of interaction between individuals of multi-disciplines
and experiences on significant safety issues afforded by a comittee
process were lost.

,

b. No distinction was made between collective and individual respon-
sibilities. For example, the Onsite Review and Investigative
Function was responsible for reviewing " facility operations to

- detect potential safety hazards." When asked how the Function
,. performed this, the majority of site managers interviewed stated

that one of the principal methods was for the Operating Engineers
to review the logs and operational activities of their respective
units. This review not only satisfied the requirements of their
job descriptions, but those of the Onsite Review and Investigative
Function as well. The collective responsibility described in
ANSI N18.7-1976 and in the Technical Specification (TS) was per-
formed, in this case, by an individual, and the Onsite Review and
Investigative Function provided no oversight.

c. In some cases, the oversight functions took credit for activities
of the line organization. In one example, the Offsite Review and
Investigative Function reviewed safety evaluations associated with __. :
defective weld indications that had been discovered on recircula- --.,

tion system piping. The Offsite Review and Investigative Function-

did not consult a metallurgist in the review. When questioned
about this, an Offsite Review and Investigative Function partici-
pant stated that a corporate metallurgist had been involved in the
line review of the item and in presentations to the NRC's Office
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. Thus, the Offsite Review and
Investigative Function effectively transferred the techt : cal
portion 'of its review responsibilities to the line organization.
In another instance, the Offsite Review used a special participant
who was a reactor engineer in the review of a refueling reload
calculation. This same individual, however, had previously
reviewed and approved these same calculations as part of his
supervisory position in the line organization.

d. Review participants were selected typically by the originator of
a document requiring Onsite Review and Investigative Function

3
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review or a member of the Technical Staff and approved by the
Station Superintendent. This process had the potential for abuse
since quarrelsome individuals, devil's advocate types, or persons
known to have adverse or strong opinions regarding the subject of
the review could be avoided in the selection process.

e. Review participants were usually selected for their expertise in
the subject ostter. Three or four individuals would be selected
to review a problem, but perhaps 'only two reviewed the entire
issue. The remaining person or persons reviewed the issue for
one special area of expertise, such as radiation or metallurgy.
Thus, any aspect of a group review was further diluted by the
limited nature of the review process.

2. The documents that amplified the TS requirements for the Onsite and
Offsite Review and Investigative Functions were Dresden Administrative
Procedure (DAP) 10-1, Onsite Review and Investigative Function, revision
4; DAP 10-9, Selection of Onsite Review Participants, revision 2; and
the Office of Nuclear Safety Organization and Administration Manual,
February 1,1983. These documents provided more information than the
TS, but they lacked guidance that could have improved the performance
of the Onsite and Offsite Review and Investigative Functions.

.

f No guidance was provided on when review participants should meet to
discuss an issue under review or what documentation should be used
to support such a meeting. There were no requirements for an agenda,
and no specific requirements were given as to what types of infor-
mation should be required in meeting sumaries. There was no guidance
provided on how a review participant was to determine the presence of
an unreviewed safety question; nor were there any requirements for the
Onsite and Offsite Review. and Investigative Functions to review the
following corrective action systems: Quality Assurance (QA) audit
findings, Radiation Occurrence Reports, significant Nonconformance
Reports, and Discrepan.y Records. The procedures did not describe a
system for managing outstanding items requiring followup from the
Onsite Review and Investigative Function process. Such a system was . .c
. described for Offsite Review and Investigative Function in the Office -

of Nuclear Safety Organization and Adminstration Manual.

3. Interviews with many Onsite and Offsite Review and Investig'ative
Functions participants revealed substantial weaknesses in what they
knew about the review process. These weaknesses were considered crucial
because of the series nature of the r5 view. Many participants knew

'

little aboutf.10 CFR 50.59 applicability and were limind in their
understanding of an unreviewed safety question. There appeared to be
no mechanism established to ensure that the Onsi'c and Offsite Review
and Investigative Functions' requirements of the . were met, and parti-
cipants had no assurance that this was done.

In order to provide the technical expertise required for Offsite
Review and Investigative Function reviews, the licensee had designated

|
special participants to supplement the participants regularly employed

!
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for routine reviews. These special participants were used rarely, and
for all practical purposes, were employed as technical consultants to
the review process. The special participants knew little about their
review responsibilities and their awareness of the provisions of
10 CFR 50.59 was particularly weak.

4. The Offsite Review and Investigative Function process was passive with
respect to the items it received from the Onsite Review and Investiga-
tive Function. There was no system or periodic audit by Offsite Review
and Investigative Function participants to ensure the station was
submitting all required items to the Offsite Review and Investigative
Function. For example, there was no system to ensure that all safety
evaluations associated with modifications or procedure changes were
being given a formal review by the 0ffsite Review and Investigative
Function.

,

.

5. The Office of Nuclear Safety had two principal functions. One was to
conduct Offsite Review and Investigative Function reviews for all

'

Commonwealth Edison operating nuclear stations. The second was to
conduct the Independent Safety Engineering Group reviews. Organization-
ally, this office was independent from the line organization, and
reported directly to the company president. The organizational concept

. and the reporting level of this office was considered a strength.

6. The Deviation Reports (DVRs), which are discussed in more detail in
the Corrective Action Systems section of this report, were used to
process and track operational occurrences. Both the Onsite and Offsite
Review and Investigative Functions gave considerable attention to the
DVRs. In particular, an early draft of each DVR was telecopied to the
Office of Nuclear Safety so that the Offsite Review and Investigative
Function reviewers could . initiate early action if necessary. The early
notification of Offsite Review and Investigative Function of DVRs was
considered a strength.

CONCLUSIONS: ...:
'

The Onsite and Offsite Reviev and Investigative Functions were conducted by
a series of participants who individually reviewed tne various documents
routed to them. Weaknesses in the procedures for the Onsite and Offsite
Review and Investigative Functions and weaknesses in the knowledge level of
participants as to their review responsibilities were considered significant.
In particular, the lack of understanding of the applicability of 10 CFR 50.59
and the lack of understanding of an unreviewed safety question were crucial

~

weaknesses becauseiof the " series" nature of the review process.
.

This area was rated Category Three.

5
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OUALITY ASSURANCE AUDITS

DESERVATIONS

|
|

1. The primary focus of this inspection area was the Technical Specifica-
tiens (TS) audit requirements as specified in TS Section 6.1.G.1.b.
The Performance Appraisal Section (PAS) inspectors did not examine
vendor audits and audits performed by outside contractors.

The TS audit responsibilities were carried out by members of the Quality
Assurance (QA) Department. Unlike the various Standard Technical
Specification versions used throughout the industry, there was no
requirement at Dresden for the Offsite Review and Investigative Function
to have the audits perfomed under their " cognizance." Furthermore,
there was no formal review of audit reports or findings by either the
Onsite or Offsite Review and Investicative Functions. Certain members
of these*two bodies were on distribution lists to receive audit reports,
but there was no signature verification of their review, no records of
review, and no assurance that all audit.. reports were reviewed. This was
considered a weakness and is discussed further in the report section on

- Onsite and Offsite Review and Investigative Functions.

2. A weakness existed in the audit program in the area of trending of audit
findings. Two reports produced by the QA Department trended to some
extent the " findings" and " observations" of audit reports. The annual
report from the QA Department to upper level management listed
statistics on the timeliness of the closing of audit findings. The
annual report from the site QA organization to the QA Manager, however,
contained more information of a trending nature. In this report, audit
findings for the year were categorized in broad terms by the type of
violation (such as procedure, TS, QA program) and by the particular
personnel group (such .as Operating, Maintenance, Contractor) that was
responsible for the violation.
,

e=
,Several weaknesses were identified in the annual site QA report. It -

was only a one-year view of audit findings; there was no comparison
of trends from year to year, The data history was limited; the trend

|
infonnation went back only to 1981. Repeat findings were not identified,

' and the report received only limited distribution. A copy was sent to
the Station Superintendent, but neither the Onsite nor Offsite Review ,

and Investigative Functions reviewed 3t.
, ,

1 ,

; A representative of the licensee stated that the licensee was planning
| a computerized trend program for audit findings and hoped that this
'

program would be operational by the end of 1983.

3. Some weaknesses evident in several of the audit reports examined appeared
minor; but require management attention to correct and prevent them from
becoming more significant.

.
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d. Another point of inconsistency was the nomenclature used for audit
findings. Four words were used variously in the audits examined:
" finding," " observation," " comment," and "open item." The first
two were defined in the QA Manual, but auditors gave different
interpretations of their meaning. The written definition for
" observation" was "an item for discussion but not considered to be
a noncompliance or deficiency." In an apparent contradiction, one
audit report, II-81(12), identified direct violations of.a Quality
Procedure as " observations." "Coment" and "open item" were not
defined in writing, and there seemed to be many interpretations by
QA personnel about their meaning. This weakness indicated a need
for written guidance and training. Mitigating this weakness, how-
ever, was the fact that every audit finding, whether it was a
" finding," such as a TS violation, or a nonbinding " comment," was
tracked to reso'ution by QA.

,

4. There were far more etrengths exhibited in the audit program than
weaknesses. Some of these are described briefy as follows.

,

a. The licensee had implemented a policy of having at least one
licensed Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) as a member of each site
QA audit staff. The SR0 at Dresden was given lead responsibility
for conducting all audits, surveillances, and review activities.

f pertaining to facility operations. This person conducted daily
tours of the plant and control room using a prepared surveillance
checklist. Items on the checklist included equipment operability,
shift manning, board and switch indications, tagout practices,
shift turnover, logs, radiation conditions, and other plant status
items.

b. The schedule for performing audits and surveillances was compre-
hensive. Nominally 50 audits and 300 surveillances were scheduled
each year at Dresden. In 1982, 279 surveillances and 74 audits
were performed.

c. Audits of "the conformance of facility operation to provisions ..:
contained within the Technical Specifications" (TS 6.1.G.1.b.(1)) -

,

were scheduled so that each TS surveillance requirement was
examined at least once every three years. Limiting Conditions
for Operations (LCOs) were examined on surveillances.

d. In addition to the audit program the licensee exhibited a strong
surveillance program, which included direct observation of work,

activities, operations, and plant conditions with written reportsl

and corrective action followup. Items that were the subject of
:

- recent surveillances inciuded the observation of radwaste shipments,
| backshift activities, safety- and nonsafety-rel'ated maintenance,

the review of valve lineups, and surveillance of specific problems
such as the loss of 125 vdc. The PAS inspectors did not examine
this program in depth, but it was apparent that substantial findings
had resulted from surveillances. The program appeared to effectively

| complement the audit program.

8
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e. As previously indicated, auditor training showed some weaknesses,
but other areas of the training program appeared to be effective.
Several recent improvements promised an even stronger training
program by the end of 1983. The 1983 program scheduled all auditors
to receive training in all sections of the QA Manual. Before 1983,
training in these procedures had not been as thorcugh. The 1983
training program also scheduled all auditors for BWR systems training.

f. To comply with the requirement in ANSI N45.2.12-1977 that auditors
"have experience or training commensurate with the scope, complex-
ity, or special nature of the activities to be audited," the QA
Department maintained a detailed list for each auditor of all
areas in which he was considered qualified to perform audits.
Use of this list ensured that only auditors qualified in specific
areas performed audits in those areas.

g. Reports from the QA Department to upper level management appeared
to be exceptionally well prepared documents. There were two
principal periodic reports: an annual and a monthly.

The annual report included a list of goals for the following year,
a list of the previous year's goals with the results of licensee's

. efforts to. attain those goals, various statistics on the results of
the audit and surveillance programs, a summary of NRC enforcement,

'

. issues pertaining to Commonwealth Edison Co. (Ceco) nuclear stations,'

selected audit findings at each site, and a training plan for the
QA staff.

"The monthly report included' the current status of all the subjects
listed in the previous paragraph for the annual report plus a
detailed list of all. " Audit Deficiencies Open Over 60 Days" and the
status on the followup actions for these deficiencies (audit
" findings" and " observations"). In the case of deficiencies for
which QA' management felt an escalation of the issue was required,
the words " MANAGEMENT ATTENTION REQUESTED" appeared in the status
column underlined twice. Records indicated that.each of these __ :
escalated issues was addressed promptly in writing, the majority 4--,

by the Division Vice President and General Manager, Nuclear Stations
Division.

.

The primary source document for the monthly report was the twice
monthly report from site QA to the QA Department at the corporate
office. This report gave statistics on documents reviewed, audits

*

and surveillances performed, and inclu'ded summaries of all findings,
summari'es.of.NRC inspection exit meetings, and the plant status.

.

CONCLUSIONS

A weakness in this area was the failure of the Onsite and Offsite Review and
Investigative Functions to review QA audit reports or findings. Poor trend-
ing and minor problems in the performan.ce of audits were other weaknesses.

i

'
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The significant strengths included the assignment of a licensed SRO for the
site audit staff, a comprehensive -schedule of audits and surveillances, and
effective reports to upper level management including a proven method of
escalating late responses or deficient corrective actions on audit findings.

This area was rated Category One.

DESIGN CHANGES'AND MODIFICATIONS

OBSERVATIONS

1. Quality Procedure (QP) 3-51, Design Control for Operations - Plant
Modifications, provided detailed instructions and assigned specific
responsibilities for the performance of safety-related plant modifica-

* tions. A package was assembled for each modification and contained a
" Modification Approval Sheet" which described the modification and
associated documentation. The detailed assignments and documentation
of completion of these assignments were considered strengths.

_

2. . Engineering requirements and the final documentation checklists included
'

in the modification packages did not identify all affected drawings and
procedures. Consequently, upon completion of the modification and ver-
ification, there was no assurance that all affected drawings and proce-
dures were updated.

3. QP 3-51 required QC and Quality Assurance (QA) to establish witness and
hold points for safety-related modifications and to review and verify
completion of all requirements of a modification. There were, however,
no established criteria or guidance provided to QC and QA personnel for
determining hold points or for the final review of completed modification
packages.

4. ,Dresden Administrative Procedure.(CAP) 9-2, Procedure Preparation, -

revision 12, provided instructions for the preparation and revision of
station procedures. A review of this procedure revealed a significant
weakness. Subsequent. procedure revisions could significantly delay the
issuance of procedure revisions already in progress. The following is

! an example. Dresden Operating Procedure (D0P) 040-M3, Unit 2 Locked
| Valve List, . revision 7; and D0P 040-M2, Unit 2 Locked Valve List Durir!g
! Operation, revision 5, were required to be revised because of the
! completion of modification M12-2-82-41, HPCI Drain Pot Bypass Valve.
'

This modification involved the installation of two isolation valves.

for maintenance purposes. The safety evaluation for this modification
required that these two isolation valves be controlled in a " locked
open" position whenever the'HPCI system was required to be operable.
Therefore, it was necessary to add these two valves to the locked

| valve lists. The modification was completed on February 11, 1983, but

10
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as of June 2,1983, these two valves had not been added to the locked
valve lists. The inspector verified that these two valves were in the
correct positions. The delay in revising these procedures resulted
from the inclusion of subsequent revision requests into the original
revision.

5. Modification packages did not contain listings of the Field Change
Requests (FCRs) issued against the modifications. It was necessary to
review all issued FCRs, for a given time period, to identify those
associated with a given modification. Therefore, there was no assur->

ance that all applicable FCRs were reviewed upon closecut of the
,

modification.
2

6. A significant problem with the drawing control system was evident as
there was no assurance that current as-built drawings were available
in the control room to operational personnel.;

7. The installation of jumpers or the lifting of leads could be a
temporarf modification to a system. Such activities on safety-related
systems require a safety evaluation (10 CFR 50.59) and an Onsite
Review and Investigative Function review. DAP 7-4, Control of Jumpers
or Lifted Leads, revision 6, authorized the Shift Engineer (SE) to

.
approve the installation of jumpers or lifting of leads with no other

,

review or approval..

In addition, the procedure was inadequate because it did not address.
' the use of mechanical blocks, spool pieces, or temporary lines.

CONCLUSIONS

Several weaknesses were identified in the area of Design Changes and Modi-
fications. These included the failure of modification packages to contain
a listing of. all affected drawings, procedures, and FCRs; the lack of

] sufficient written guidance provided to QC and QA personnel for the estab- ., :
lishment of hold points and review of completed modifications; the untimeli- .-

ness of procedure revisions; the lack of an as-built critical drawing file;
and 'the lack of adequate policy and guidance for control of jumpers and
lifted leads. '

; This area was rated Category Two.
'
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MAINTENANCE

OBSERVATIONS -

1. All safety-related maintenance work, including modifi~ations, was
requi. ed to be documented on a " Nuclear Work Request" (WR) form. The
systen provided for emergency maintenance, priority of maintenance,
and ccritrol of maintenance activities.' The following weaknesses were
identified through review of procedures, maintenance records, and
discussions with maintenance and operating personnel.

a. A Welding and Cutting Permit, which provided for control of welding
and cutting, was under the control of the Maintenance Foreman.
Although the Operating Engineer was required to approve welding
performed in certain designated areas, no fomal mechanism existed
to inform the Shift Engineer (SE) of ongoing welding or burning
activities within the plant.

,

b. The WR system did not ensure that the SE was kept apprised of.all
maintenance activity in the plant. A WR required the permission
of the SE to start work. However, once the WR was issued, there

. was no systematic method for keeping operators informed of the
,. status of major maintenance work being conducted in the plant

until the work was completed.

c. The WR form did not address the need for Radiation Work Permits
(RWPs) or Welding and Cutting Permits. These items were covered
separately in other procedures, but were not identified and
controlled by the Work Request.

2. The Radiation Protection Group's role in maintenance activities appeared
lacking to ensure good "as low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA) prac-
tices. Radiation Protection personnel did not routinely review
maintenance procedures for evaluation of good ALARA practices, nor did
they review WRs before maintenance was performed. g. :

. . .

The ultimate responsibility for radiation safety was placed on the
Maintenance Foreman instead of on the Radiation Protection Group. He
had the responsibility to ensure that radiation surveys were made and
RWPs had been prepared. A verbal request for area radiation surveys
and preparation of RWPs was normally made just before the work activity
was performed and, therefore, limited any preplanning on the part of ,
the Radiation Protection Group to ensure acceptable radiation protection.

.

I
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3. Hold points were not normally specified in the maintenance procedures.
QC and QA inspectors identified hold points on a case-by-case basis
during their review of the WRs. There was no written guidance on the
establishment of hold points. Consequently, there was no assurance
that adequate hold peints were being consistently established. Inter-
views revealed that hold point criteria were being prepared for the
assembly and disassembly of valves, but not for other maintenance
activities. .

4. The Maintenance Department was in the process of writing repair manuals
as aids for specific repetitive maintenance activities. These manuals
contained a parts list, tools list, drawings, sketches, and instruc-
tions to be'used by maintenance personnel. These repair manuals
appeared to be an excellunt method for providing general information
and collecting previous work experience details on maintenance activ--

.ities. These manuals were not considered procedures, and therefore were
not reviewed by the Onsite Review and Investigative Function. A review
of these manuals revealed that some of the instructions appeared to be
detailed * step-by-step procedures, which could require an Onsite Review
and Investigative Function review.

I 5. Out-of-Service Cards were provided for maintenance activities to
- protect people and equipment. Personnel Protection Cards also were

f used to protect people working on equipment. This second system was
intentionally redundant to and used in conjunction with the Out-of-
Service Cards. Discussions with personnel and review of records
revealed that although Personnel Protection Cards were seldom used,
personnel safety did not seem threatened, because the systems were
redundant. However, failure to enforce following this procedure could
encourage personnel to be lax about followinn other procedures.

6. Work packages were assembled in color-coded folders which included the
WR, associated procedures, parts list, and other supporting instruc-
tions and documentation. A red folder was used for safety-related
maintenance; a blue folder for modifications; a green folder for welding
jcbs on plant piping systems, other than safety-related; and a yellow .- .

, folder for reliability-related maintenance. The use of color-coded -

work packages was considered a strength.

7. There was no written program to evaluate maintenance problems to
determine the root causes of equipment failures or malfunctions.
Documentation of root causes was not provided on the WRs. Licensee
representatives claimed that these reviews were performed but not

*

documented. , Lack of such documentation was' considered a significant
weakness. -

8. Ccmmonwealth Edison Co. (CECO) had implemented a Productivity Improvement
Program (PIP) as a joint effort between the operating nuclear stations
and Station h'uclear. Engineering Department (SNED). For each station, a
list of 20 items that caused the longest outages or plant deratings was
compiled. Problems associated with these items were identified and
evaluated to detennine the root cause. Although PIP was initiated to

.
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improve reliability, certain safety-related equipment problems or failures
were identified and evaluated in detail through this program. This was
considered a strength.

CONCLUSIONS

Significant weaknesses included the lack of involvement of the Radiation
Protection Group in the preplanning of maintenance activities, the failure
to document evaluation of equipment failures for root causes, and the failure
of management to enforce the use of an approved procedure.

A strength was the use of color-coded work packages for maintenance
activities.

This area was rated Category Two.

.

PLANT OPERATIONS

.0BSERVATIONS -

|

1. The assignment of a Shift Engineer's Assistant to each operating crew
appeared effective in relieving the Shift Engineer (SE) of many routine
administrative matters. As a result, the SE had more time to supervise
shift operations.

2. The interface between the Shift Engineer and Shift Control Room' Engineer
(SCRE) during abnormal conditions was not well defined. During normal
operations, the SCRE had direct responsibility for control room activi-
ties. During transient and accident conditions, the SE assumed direct
responsibility for control room activities, and the SCRE assumed the
role of the Shift Technical Advisor. However, there were no procedures ..- :

. governing the transfer of control room responsibility during transient -

and accident conditions. Furthermore, the operating crew received no
team training at a simulator on transient and accident conditions. This
lack of procedures and lack of team training could lead to confusion
during an actual plant emergency. This was perceived as a significant
weakness.

3. Dresden Administrative Procedure (DAP) 9-2, Procedure Preparations,
required Gene'ral Operating Procedures (DGPs), System Operating Proce-
dures (D0Ps), and Annunciator Response Procedures (DOAs) to be reviewed
every 4 years; and Instrument Surveillance Procedure's (DISs), Operating
Surveillance Procedures (DOSS), and Technical Staff Surveillance
Procedures (DTSs) to be reviewed every 5 years. Many of these
procedures were found to be reviewed no more often than these maximum
guidelines. Common industry practice, and the guidance of Regulatory
Guide 1.33, is to have all plant procedures reviewed at least every

14
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2 years to determine if changes were necessary or desirable. Failure
to follow these guidelines was a weakness.

4. The licensee had issued 238 Station Procedure Temporary Change Request
forms since January 1,1983. This lerge number of temporary procedures
was considered to be a weakness and appeared to have cccurred for the
following reasons:

The time required to issue a' permanent revision to a procedure,a.
often as long as six months, had resulted in a backlog of more
than 150 procedures awaiting revision. Until a permanent revision
to a procedure could be issued, many temporary procedure changes
were made to ensure that procedures reflected station modifications.
For example, approximately 50 temporary procedure changes were
implemented as a result of the recent installation of the Unit 2
Hydrogen Addition System during the last refueling outage.

b. The licensee had not developed a method to identify all procedures
that were affected by a station modification. As a result, shift
personnel often discovered procedures requiring revisions just
before implementation or while in use, necessitating a temporary
change.-

_

f c. A Verifier, as described in DAP 9-2, performed a hands-off walk-
through of a procedure to ensure the nomenclature of the procedure
agreed with that used in the plant. In practice, such a person
was rarely used. Procedures were not walked-through, mistakes were
made, and temporary changes to procedures resulted. For example,
Temporary Change Request 83-5-218 added a prerequisite to check
the scram header pressure at a specific location because confusion
existed on which gauge to use.

5. Procedures that had a temporary procedure change associated with them
had a Form 9-2E of DAP. 9-2 attached which stated:
-

-

CAUTION ~~ ~.1
,

PROCEDURE NUMBER
This procedure has one

or more
Temporary Change Request (s)
in effect or outstanding.

.

Neither this form nor the affected procedure indicated what had changed.
The operator had to review the index to the Master Temporary Change Log
to determine all applicable temporary change requests, then review the,

individual temporary change requests to determine the specific changesI

made to the procedure. This process could preclude proper and timely
operator action during abnormal plant conditions.

.

e
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6. During observations of shift activities, the following weaknesses were
observed:

a. Individuals other than the Nuclear Station Operators (NS0s),
acknowledged control room annunciator alanns. Rarely did these
individuals inform the NS0s, and rarely did the NS0s stop what
they were doing to evaluate the alann condition.

b. During one 3-hour period, at least 10 annunciators alarmed and
several valve manipulations were contacted. The operators failed
to use or refer to 'a single procedure during this time.

c. The NS0s on two shifts were observed reading magazines and were
not fully attentive to their panels.

This observation was discussed with the licensee and presented
to the NRC Senior Resident Inspector as a potential enforcement
finding.

,

d. The NS0's shift turnover checklist was not used by the oncoming
NS0s during the two shift reliefs observed.

. e. Neither the Equipment Attendant (EA) nor the Shift Foreman (licensed)
brought to the work station the procedure for removing from service.

'

a Unit 2 Control Rod Drive (CRD) Accumulator. Although both persons
were experienced and familiar with the procedure, good operating
practice dictates that a procedure be readily available for reference
when operating a safety related system.

f. An EA was observed to replace a hydrogen bottle in the Unit 2
Hydrogen Analyzer without informing the Unit 2 NSO, Shift Foreman
(licensed), or SE as required by the EA's Round Book before changing
the bottle. In addition, the EA did not follow the standard hydrogen
safety precautions of checking the fitting for leakage or monitoring
the area for hydrogen.

,o. The Unit Logs maintained by the NS0s for both Unit 2 and Unit 3 5
~

did not contain the following items as required by DAP 7-5,
Operating Logs.

(1) The list of alarms and abnormal conditions found upon
assuming the shift was incomplete. For example, the Rod
Drive High Temperature Alarm had been a continuous alarm on,
both units but had been recorded for only about half of the
watch reliefs.

.

(2) The alarms occurring during a shift were not recorded.

(3) All power level changes are not recorded.

16
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(4) The removal and return to service of major equipment was not
always recorded. For example, a Unit 2 CRD Accumulator was
removed and returned to service on May 18, 1983. The removal
from service was recorded, but the return to service was not.

These observations were discussed with the licensee and
presented to the NRC Senior Resident Inspector as a potential
enforcerent finding. ,

h. Neither the SE nor the Shift Foreman (licensed) reviewed the EA's
Round Book on a shift basis. The only supervisory review the Round
Book received was the weekly review given by the respective Unit
Operating Engineer.

- 1. Many log entries were written in pencil. This appeared to be a
poor practice for permanent records.

7. A weakness observed was dirty plant equipment. Items of most concern
were dirfy pump motor ventilation intake screens, valve stems, and
valve packing retainers.

8. During the inspection, the following poor radiological protection
- practices were' observed.

a. Large areas of both units were roped off because of loose surface
contamination. No written program had been established to
reduce the size of these areas. The radiation foreman negotiated
with the stationmen foreman to decontaminate roped off arec , but
this approach did not appear to be effective because of the lack
of management direction and assignment of priorities.

b. During the removal of a Unit 2 CRD Accumulator from service, the
following were observed.

(1) The EA used cloth gloves instead of rubber gloves when
depressurizing and draining the accumulator.-

._ . :
..

'

(2) The hose used to drain the water side of the accumulator was
lying on the floor. The hose was connected to the accumula-
tor vent fitting, and the water was drained to a ' waste
storage tank. After tne accumulator had been drained,
the hose was placed back on the floor without the ends,

| sealed, allowing residual water to drain onto the flo:r.
,

(3) The\ CRD accumulator was removed from service because water
leaked past the seals into the nitrogen side. During the
removal, the EA depressurized the nitrogen side of the
accumulator and allowed the potentially contaminated water
to drain onto the floor.

*

,

.
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(4) After each valve operation, the EA removed his cloth gloves,
attached an Out-of-Service tag on a potentially contaminated
valve using his bare hands, and then put his cloth gloves
back on.

(5) No contamination surveys were conducted in the area before
or after the isolation of the accumulator.

(6) The Shift Foreman (licensed) supervising the work did not
attempt to correct the EA's poor radiological practices.

9. The licensee had issued a policy that required a thorough investigation
of circumstances surrounding a plant protective trip to be performed
to permit determination of the root cause, significance, and necessary
corrective action. In addition, the only individuals authorized to
allow plant startup after a plant protective trip were the Station
Superintendent or his designee. However, the licensee had not devel-
oped specific guidance to ensure that the analysis of a plant protec-

*

tive trip was systematic, detailed, and complete before restarting the
plant.

10. The licensee had not developed fire-fighting strategies. The develop-
ment of such strategies would aid local fire departments in locating_

,. fire-fighting equipment, identifying potential hazards, and combatting
fires.

11. Dresden Personnel Procedure (DPP) 5, Licensed Operator Retraining,
required that each licensed operator and senior operator complete the
reading that was required of licensed operators. The required reading
file records revealed that more than half of the licensed operators
had not completed the previous four weeks of required reading.

This observation was discussed with the licensee and presented to the
NRC Senior Resident Inspector as a potential enforcement finding.

...:
.-

CONCL'USIONS

Several significant weaknesses were identified in the area of Plant
Operations. These included the number and method of implementing Station
Procedure Temporary Change Requests; the inattentiveness of NS0s on shift;
the lack of operator adherence to station policies and procedures; and the,
lack of specific guidance to ensure that the analysis of a plant protective
trip was systematic, detailed, and complete before restarting the plant.
One strength observed was the assignment of a Shift Engineer's Assistant to.

each operating crew.

This area was rated Category Three.

18
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CORRECTIVE ACTION SYSTEMS
.

OBSERVATIONS

1. The principal plant-wide systems used to identify problems and effect
the appropriate corrective actions were Deviation Reports (DVRs), Work
Requests, Discrepancy Records, Action Item Records (AIRS), Radiation
Occurrence Reports (RORs), and QA Audit Reports. Work Requests and QA
Audit Reports are discussed in other sections of this report. AIRS
were designed for and used by senior supervisory personnel (originated
by station Department Heads or higher) to accomplish specific assignments
or followup on a specific action, such as an audit finding or an NRC

- inspection finding. They did not have general plant application and
were not evaluated during this inspection.

2. Interviews with all levels of plant personnel revealed a widely varying
understanding of and familiarity with the various corrective action
systems. Lack of knowledge of the applicability of one system or another
seemed the most widespread problem among non-supervisory personnel.
There appeared to be at least two major reasons for this.

a. Corrective action systems were found to have limited authorship..

Although by procedure anyone on station could initiate any one of
the corrective action systems evaluated, few did. The vast majority
of DVRs, for example, were initiated by control room personnel.
There was no comprehensive; written problem identification system in
use by all station personnel, and station management did not
encourage the use of one of the current systems for that purpose.

b. Training in corrective action systems had not been provided to
all station personnel. The first such training was planned for
later in 1983 as part of the Annual Station Requalification
Program. This training was scheduled to include information on
Work Requests, DVRs, Licensee Event Reports (LERs), and as a result .c :
of a commitment made during this inspection, Discrepancy Records. ---

'

There were no plans to include RORs in this training, and that was
censidered a weakness.

3. The most comprehensive corrective action system available to plant
personnel was the DVR. I': was used primarily to report events that
had the potential for t> portability as defined by the TS; however, it

'

was not restricted to ti.at application. Re' views of DVRs were more
extensive tha~n for other systems; QA plus both the Onsite and Offsite
Review and Investigative Functions reviewed all DVRs. Corrective
action and followup on DVRs appeared adequate.

.

e
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There were some minor weaknesses, however, in the DVR program. One was
a discrepancy between two procedures. The QA Manual Quality Procedure
15-52, Nonconforming Materials, Parts and Components for Operations -
Deviation and Comments, revision 7, listed four categories of DVRs:
reportable occurrence, Technical Specification (TS) violation, event
of potential public interest, and nonreportable occurrence. The imple-
menting procedure Dresden Administrative Procedure (DAP) 2-8, Deviation
Reporting, revision 1, listed three categories; the category of TS
violation was missing, presumab1y incorporated into the other categories. -

,

A second minor weakness was noted in the filing system for DVRs. The
" final" file was not complete. Signatures of review and approval were
missing. DVR 12-2-83-19, for example, on a snubber failure had been
reviewed by Offsite Review and Investigative Function but had no review
signature from the Onsite Review and Investigative Function or the
Station Superintendent.

4 Discrepancy Records were used principally to report material deficien-
* cies. These items did not receive the priority attention afforded to

DVRs; yet, they frequently recorded significant deficiencies. The
Onsite Review and Investigative Function did not review Discrepancy
Records. This was a weakness mitigated to some extent by the fact that

. the Technical Staff Supervisor and Station Superintendent reviewed and
,. signed each Discrepancy Record form. The Offsite Review and Investigative

Function did not review them. This was particularly significant
considering the seriousness of some of the discrepancies recorded, such
as cracks in Control Rod Drive (CRD) mechanisms and non-safety-related
equ.ipment installed in places where safety-related equipment was required.

The timeliness of corrective actions and closeout of Discrepancy Records
appeared inadequate. Fifty-five Discrepancy Records were written in the
first three months of 1983. At the time of the inspection, 26 of those
55 were still . unresolved after 60 days.

DAP 11-9, Followup Action on Open Discrepancy Records, revision 4,
'

required that if a response to a Discrepancy Record was not acceptable . < , . - -

,or had not been made within 14 days of the date of issuance of the -

discrepancy, a letter would be sent to the " responsible individual"
stating the corrective action required. If that letter had not been
answered within 14 days, a meeting would be held with the individual
and an AIR would be issued if necessary. Ten of the twenty-six late
discrepancies had letters issued on them; none had been responded to
as required, and no meetings had been held or scheduled. Part of the,
problem appeared to a lack of knowledge of the procedure requirements
on the part of,several supervisory personnel. The main reason, however,
was the failure to implement the procedure. Before the conclusion of.

the inspection the licensee revised the Discrepancy Record Follow-up
Log to help prevent recurrence of this problem.

l

l

!
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5. The RORs were available for anyone to identify a radiation problem.
3They were used frequently and significant problems were reported in ;

them. One strength was the detail provided on the ROR forms examined |

to describe radiation occurrences. Another stren
program for RORs described in paragraph 6 (below)gth was the trendingof this report section.
There were also several weaknesses apparent in this program. Although
the description of occurrences was detailed, the followup investigation
and corrective actions taken or rgquired were not as thorough. An
example typical of others examined, involved a worker contaminated in
a diesel generator room. There was no investigation as to how contam-
ination occurred in that space; the followup surveys measured contamina-
tion at only three locations in the room; and there was no requirement
for routine surveys to continue after the incident for any period.
Long term corrective action was prescribed on few of the RORs examined.

.

.

A second weakness was the limited review given RORs. They were not
reviewed or screened by either the Onsite or Offsite Review and
Investigative Functions. They were also not screened by the Training
Department at the site for inclusion of significant or repetitive
problems into the training program. Individuals who were responsible
for repeated overexposures were sent for additional training, but other

<

personnel at the site did not benefit from these problems through '

. training. .

6. Trending on corrective action systems was weak. No trending was
performed on DVRs or Discrepancy Records. No program existed for
evaluating generic implications, repetitious problems, equipment
failures, or repeat offenders resulting from these corrective action
systems. DVRs were routed through the Training Department for their
consideration and inclusion in training sessions, but without the
trending information above, the training effect was limited.

.

Trending was performed on LERs, but was not an effective program.
Information generated by INPC comparing LER causes between Commonwealth
Edison facilities and the industry average was assembled by the corp-
orate Office of Nuclec' Safetj on a cuarterly basis. .The classifica- .v;

_tions for components were general, such as " electrical" or " instrument"; -

there was no cross-reference to TS requirements, to specific components,
systems, or procedures; and the trend determined by a short view of
3 months only. Station management apparently found little ' application
for these quarterly reports; the most recent one found on site by
licensee personnel during the inspection was the first one issued in
June 1982. A computerized trend program for LERs entitled STAIRS

'

(Storage and(Information Retrieval System) 'is planned for implementation
by the end o'f tthe year. Interviews indicated that this system may be
more useful than the current one.

In January 1983, the Health Physics Group at the site began trending
RORs on a monthly basis. This program tabulated the number of RORs by
the type of exposure (such as external or internal) and by the work
group involved (such as Mechanical Maintenance, Electrical Maintenance,
Operations). A monthly report to the Station Superintendent provided

:

.

'
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the results of this tabulation along with a running 12 month total,
comparing the current month with the previous 12 months. The narrative
part of the report interpreted the data highlighting generic problems,
repeat offenders, and recommendations on improvements. The report
appeared to be comprehensive. A weakness, however, was in the report's
utilization. It was not distributed to the onsite Training Department
for consideration; and neither the Onsite or Offsite Review and
Investigative Functions reviewed the reports.

7. One weakness present to a small' extent on all the corrective action
systems evaluated, plus Work Requests, was the use of " white-out"
correction fluid for correcting errors.

CONCLUSIONS

The most significant weaknesses in this area included inadequate training
for station personnel in Corrective Action Systems; the failure of Onsite
or Offsite Review and Investigative Functions to review Discrepancy Records,

*

RORs, and trending reports of RORs; the failure to followup adequately on
Discrepancy Record responses; and the lack of long term corrective action
on RORs.

'There were no signficant strengths in this area; although, the ROR trending
reports appeared to be comprehensive documents.

This area was rated Category Two.
.

TRAINING

OBSERVATIONS

__

1. General .1
~

a. Senior Managers at Commonwealth Edison Co. (CECO) corporate offices
and the Dresden site had not issued a comprehensive statement of
policy, goals,.and objectives for training. Several documents
described parts of training programs, but there was no single
document, such as a training manual, that provided a well-defined
cohesive training plan with centralized coordinated responsibilities
vested insa single organization such as there was for Quality
Assurance, Nuclear Safety, and Emergency Preparedness..

b. Training was not uniform for each position description. The lack
of a training manual could have contributed to this. The licensee
was in the process of developing standards for operations and for
naintenance positions. However, only the standard for the Nuclear
General Employees Training (N-GET) had been completed.

22
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c. There appeared to be adequate training and retraining in radiation
protection techniques, including self protection and prevention of

'

contamination or spread of contamination; however, observation of
operators revealed that these lessons were not always transferred

. to the job site (See Plant Operations, Observation 8).

d. CECO was in the process of establishing a four-year B.S. degree
.

program with Northern Illinois University. It was an endeavor
designed to obtain college degrees for as many licensed operators
as possible and to improve the education level of employees. The
acceptance of the licensed training program for 30 semester hours
of undergraduate credit was considered a strength and an incentive
for no'ndegreed employees to join the program.

e. There appeared to be no team training program except for fire
brigade drills. The following weaknesses were observed:

(1)* Simulator training was scheduled for persons preparing for
their NRC licenses, and was not scheduled for entire shifts
to train as a team. An example of the need for team training

.was the transfer of responsibilities in the control room
during an emergency. Dresden procedures required the Shift

- Engineer (SE) to assume control of reactor operations during
abnormal or emergency situations. The Shift Control Room'

-

Engineer (SCRE) was required to assume the responsibilities
of the Shift Technical Advisor (STA) during an emergency
after being relieved by the SE. There was no program
established to train the SCRE and SE in the transfer of
these responsibilities.

(2) Although shifts. received classroom training as a group,
there was no program to train shift personnel in normal and
emergency functions as a team.

f. Ceco was putting into service a new Production Training Center
(FTC) at the Braidwood Site. The PTC was scheduled to provide .. :
production maintenance training, training standards for operations --

,

and maintenance personnel, and simulator training for new nuclear
stations. This was considered a strength.

g. Instructors did not conduct periodic observations of operating
and reintenance personnel performing their jobs or providing on-
the-job 1 training (0JT) to trainees. S,uch observations could,

provide' valuable feedback in so far as improving the training
p rogram.

.

.

9
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2. Licensed Trainino

a. Dresden maintained a six-shif t rotation for operators. One shift
was devoted full-time to training. Management strongly supported
full staffing for all shifts and attendance during the training
week. The devotion of a full-time training shift was considered
a strength. Observations of some classes in session and a review
of the six-week training schedule revealed the following.:

(1) Approximately 50 percent of the schedule was devoted to the
licensed operator requalification program and testing. This
was considered a strength because it not only fulfilled part
of the requalification program requirements, but also provided
the opportunity to upgrade nonlicensed operators' knowledge of
plant systems.

(2) Approximately 40 percent of the schedule was devoted to an
unstructured program that encompassed topics such as: general
information, mathematics, and study time for the weekly quiz.*

This period did not appear to include significant topics.as
could have been obtained from: theOPERATINGEXPERIENCE(OPEX)
memoranda promulgated by Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO)
Director of Nuclear Safety, CECO "PR0" investigation /
evaluations, Licensee Event Reports (LERs), INPO Significant.

'

Operating Experience Report (50ER), recent plant modifications
with accompanying new procedures from the technical staff,
items of particular importance from the required reading,
Radiation Occurrence Reports (RORs), and Station Deviation
Reports (DVRs). Topics should be selected from these sources
and integrated with subjects of particular safety significance.
Failure to use.these sources for course subjects was considered
a weakness.

(3) Approximately 10 percent of the schedule was devoted to " Crew
Training." This time was allocated to the SE and a brief
discussion period with the Operations Assistant Superintendent. ,3--

The concept was considered a strength; however, from the crew -
,

training observed, the time was not effectively utilized. In
the particular crew training class observed, the SE did not
appear to be well prepared. This program was not well struc-
tured; management did not provide guidance on the subject matter;
and the SEs were not provided instructor training. This was
considered a significant weakness.

,

Tha't. portion conducted by the Operations Assistant Superinten-
dent concerning future plant operations and problem areas was.

considered excellent training.

b. Except for requir4d reading, there was no written program to
train operations and maintenance personnel on significant
plant ~ modifications and associated new or revised procedures.
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There appeared to be no program of walk-through training for
operators before a procedure was first used. In general,
operating shifts received the new or revised procedures only
after they were in final form. This was considered a weakness.

c. The review of several training records revealed that, in
general, they were well maintained. The only exception was
the reactor manipulation training record in the control room.

3. Non-Licensed Training

a. The maintenance mechanics training program did not include
preplanned, scheduled, and written OJT. This was considered
a significant weakness. The station training staff in concert
with the training coordinators and master mechanics were in
the process of upgrading the non-licensed training program
to include 00T.

b. * There were no qualification standards, classroom training, or.

0JT for instrument mechanics. Although basic training was
.available at the PTC to meet special training needs of instru-
ment mechanics, no written program existed for instrument

. mechanics as was available for mechanical and electrical
mechanics. Promotions for instrument mechanics were based.

solely on seniority.

c. Interviews with Station Nuclear Engineering Department (5NED)
personnel revealed that, except for Quality Assurance training
and the N-GET program, no formal training program had been
established for engineers.

d. The management plan issued January 3,1983, by the Division
Vice President and General Manager, Nuclear Station, stated,
"The Production Training Department (PTD) coordinates periodic
reviews of the effectiveness of training programs and instruc-
tors and assures that records are maintained of training -.f
activities." Contrary to this, PTD only coordinated and -

'
reviewed programs they developed. PTD did not review the
nuclear station training program for effectiveness. This was
considered a weakness.

CONCLUSIONS
*

. .

.

Several significan't weaknesses were identified in the area of Training.
These included te lack of a training manual or other single document for
uniformity of maintenance and operations training, the apparent failure to
transfer lessons learned from classroom and 0JT to the job site, no team
training except for fire brigade drills, the lack of a written program to
train operations and maintenance personnel on significant plant modifications
and associated new or revised procedures, the lack of a written 0JT program
for mechanics, and no required training program for instrument mechanics.

.
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Strengths identified included the establishment of a four-year B.S. degree
program, the placing in service of the Production Training Center, and
maintenance of a six-shift rotation with one shift devoted full-time to
training.

This area was rated Category Two.

PROCUREMENT I-

OBSERVATIONS

1. The Dresden Nuclear Station and the corporate office of Comonwealth
Edison had prepared and had utilized written policies, requirements,
and procedures for procurement activities. These requirements and

* procedures appeared to adequately describe the control of the entire |

procurement process such as the preparation of specifications, submittal '

of bid packages, approval and selection of bidders, qualification of
suppliers, classification of components, audits, surveys, receipt

. inspection, storage, handling, issuance, and document control. Exam-

f ination of these quality requirements and procedures revealed that they
had been reviewed, approved, and met or exceeded industry standards.

Persons interviewed appeared knowledgeable of the procedures that con-
trolled their particular activity and area of responsibility. Examina-
tion of several completed purchase orders (procurement packages) and
inspection of the facilities confirmed, with few exceptions, that the
approved procedures had been implemented.

2. The licensee had a computerized list of approved qualified suppliers,
fabricators, and engineering firms which had been periodically evaluated
as required by Quality Procedure (QP) 7-51, Suppliers Evaluations. This
list was updated daily, thus ensuring that only approved companies, . , ;. :

. products and services would be considered. This process was considered -

a strength. Several vendor audits performed by the licensee's Quality
Assurance (QA) Department were examined to determine if the audits were
adequate and if deficiencies found had been resolved. QA auditors used
a comprehensive checklist that resulted in effective audits, and the
deficiencies appeared to have been resolved adequately.

'

QA Department personnel reviewed every revision made to vendor QA
Manuals as part of the continual vendor evaluation process. This was
considered a strength.-

3. The licensee was a member of the Pooled Inventcry Management Group (PIM)
formed to create an inventory of interchangeable major parts and equip-
ment, and to provide associated engineering, management, and procurement
services for BWR plants. Procurement activities were handled by a PIM
Equipment Committee to which the licensee had assigned a procurement
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specialist. This program ensured the availability of major critical
components in a timely manner.

4. The licensee had developed a set of Standard Quality Articles that
described in detail what contractors were required to do before being
awarded a contract and during subsequent procurement activities. These
Articles were attached to the invitation for bid, thus informing all
potential vendors of the quality assurance requirements. The Article
requirements appeared to encompass all- facets of the job, from submittal
of the bid proposal to the delivery of the product or service. The
Articles included requirements for procedures, radiographic film, control
of subcontractors, and documentation; they appeared to be a strong aspect
of the proc'urement program.

5. . The Procurement Department had been active in following up procurement
problems described in NRC IE Bulletins, IE Information Notices, INPO
reports, and industry reports. For example, interviews revealed that
purchasing personnel were utilizing computerized cata on vendors, con-
tractors; and products to determine if any of Ceco plants have products
or questionable material identified by the above IE Information Notices
and reports. At present, the Dresden station had programmed approxi-
mately 16,000 storeroom items out of 22,000 and was in the process of
entering all storeroom items. This was considered a strength..

'

6.' Several weaknesses were found during an inspection of the warehouse.
These were:

a. Openings in several components were not protected to prevent damage
or entry of foreign material.

b. Excessive dust was apparent on some shelves on which safety-related
components were stored.

c. Several spray cans of unspecified chemical ccntent were found near
safety-related stainless steel parts. These spray cans consisted
of spray wax, mosquito spray, and an oil for loosening metal parts. -

It was not known if these materials contained halogens. ~~ Z,

d. Two sacks of chemicals had been ruptured, subjecting warehouse
equipment to dust from these chemicals.

!

The above observations were contrary to the requirements of ANSI
N45.2.2-1972. *

, ,

These warehou'se observations were discussed with the licensee and were
presented to the Senior Resident Inspector as a potential enforcement
finding.

7. Shaf t keys associated with Limitorque motors were not controlled.
During inspection of the warehouse, some motors were observed to have

~

keys attached to the shafts; other motors did not. A review of purchase.
orders for these motors did not reveal the requirement for shaft keys.

.
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| Although this observation concerned Limitorque motors, thi,s could be a
generic problem wherever keys are used for transmittal of torque.
Discussions with licensee personnel revealed that problems with incorrect
keys had been identified in IE Information Notice 81-08 and that they
were taking corrective action to replace keys in Limitorque valve motors.,

The lack of a method to control the use of shaft keys was. considered a1

weakness. '

CONCLUSIONS
'

,

significant strengths included effective procedures; effective inventory
control; comprehensive vendor evalunion and audit programs; and the use
of NRC notices and other industry reports ~to improve their procurement

' activities.

Weaknesses identified were warehouse storage practices and the control of
,

notor shaft keys.
,

This area was rated Category On'e.
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MANAGEMENT EXIT MEETING
.

., _

.
- , An exit meeting was conducted on June 3, 1983, at the Dresden Nuclear Station <

l -
. with the licensee representatives identified in Appendix A., , .

L . The scope of the it.spection was discussed, and the licensee was informed that'

'- the inspectico would continue with further in-office data review and analysis. " ~

|'- by ' team inerabers. CThe Team Leader discussed the issuance of an appraisal
report, -containing observaticns, and advised that the team would draw a con-'

-
.

' ' clusion for each functional area inspected and rate the management controls
: for each area in accordance with the Systematic Assessment of Licensee Perform-,.

ance.(SALP) Categories. 'Tt;e licensee was informed that a written response may'-,-

be requested for any area designated as Category Three. The licensee was also'

'

informed that'some of the observations may become potential enforcement'

i

findings that would be presented to the NRC Senior Resident Inspector for, ,~

further disposition. The team members presented their observations for each
,,

area inspected and responded to questions from licensee representatives.'
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Dresden Station- ,

' Station 5uperintendentw
' Operations Assistant Superintendent

* Maintenance Assistant Superintendent
* Administrative and Support Services Assistant Superintendent
* Technical Staff Supervisor

'

QC' Supervisor
*QA.Supcivisors (2)
* Training Supervisor

~
.0perations Engineers (2)
Central Files Supervisor<

if Radiological and Chemistry Supervisor -
'

- Procedure Manager *r
'

" '; ' Construction Lead Engineer
..

Technical Staff Modification Coordinator
~,

*QA.Inspetors-(3)
QC Inspectors (2)

* Shift'; Engineers (3)
' Shift Foremen (4)~
Station Controi' Room Engineer '

Nuclear Station _ Operators (4)
~ '

Master' Electrician -
Master Mechanic r

. Mister Instrument Mechanic
' Electrical Foreman

,
Mechanical Foreman

=l . Instructors (4)< -

~~
Outage Planner
Storekeeper -

Senior Stockman
' Stockman

.

7 Attenced exit meeting on June 3, 1983
-

. -::
.-

'DOCU!IENTS REVIEWED

The following lists the br. cad cat'ecories of documents reviewed by the
inspection team members to the extent necessary to satisfy the inspection

| objectives. Those-specific documents' referenced in the report are listed
by title and revisicn number, if applicable, where they first appear.

;.

(1) CECO Quality Assurance ~ Manual,' Quality Requirements (QRs)
~

(2) CECO Quality Assurance Manual, Quality Procedures (QPs)-

(3) Technical Specifications (TS), Section 6.0, Administrative Controls
(4) CE-1-A, Topical Report, Quality Assurance Program for Nuclear j

Generating Stations, revision 21 '
.

(5) Manacement Plan for Comonwealth Edison Company's Nuc' ear Stations|
! Divistor., January 3, 1983
| (6) Vice President's Instructions E

L (7) Nuclear Stations <0ivision Directives
(8) Nuclear Safety" Department Organization and Administration Manual i

|J j+
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APPENDIX B

A3EREVIATIONS
.

AIR Action Item Report
ALARA As Low As Reasonably Achievable
ANSI American National Standards Institute
CECO Conrionwealth Edison Co.
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CRD Centrol rod drive
DAP Dresden Administrative Procedure
D3P Dresden General Operating Procedure
DIAP Dresden Instrument Department Administrative Procedure
DIS- Dresden Instrument Surveillance Procedure
DDP Dresden Operating Procedure
DOS Dresden Operating Surveillance Frocedure
D?P Dresden Personnel Procedure
DTS Dresden Surveillance Procedure
DVR Deviation Report
EA Equipment Atte~ndant
FCR Field Change Request

.LC0 Limiting Condition for Operation
LER Licensee Event Report
N-GET Nuclear General Employees Training
N?.C U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NSO Nuclear Station Operator
CJT On-the-job training -

OPEX Operating Experience
PAS Performance Appraisal Section
PIM Pooled Inv~entory Managenent Group
PIP Productivity Improvement Program
PTC Production Training Center
FTD Production Training Department
QA Quality Assurance
QC Quality Control ...:
QP Quality Procedure --

,

ROR Radiation Occurrence Report
RWP Radiation Work Permit
SALP Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance
SCRE Shift Control Room Engineer
SE Shift Engineer
SNED Station Nuclear Engineering Department,,

50ER Significant Operating Experience Report
SR0 Senior Resctor Operator
STA Shift Technical Advisor -

STAIRS Storage and Information Retrieval System
TS Technical Specifiication
WR Nuclear Work Request

-

.
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